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President’s Message
Petra Bragadóttir, International President
Dear SIEC friends:
This is a very hectic time in
the work of teachers;
testing, grading and planning for the next semester
is ahead. Christmas holidays
are approaching and it will
be nice to “recharging the
batteries” among family and
friends. When I look at the
weather map for this coming week, I see that it is
heading into - 20 degrees
on the land of fire and ice. It
is unusually cold even in
Iceland! Hope the temperature in your country will be
higher during the Holidays
and here also.
I would like to begin with
thanks to Leszek Preisner,
Piotr Dominiak, Ewa Lechman and the organizing
committee in SIEC Poland
for a wonderful Nordic conference in Gdansk in October. The theme “Tuning
Educational Standards” was
very appropriate. The Polish
are doing a great job within
their schools. All the sessions were excellent and
the company visit were
impressive. Gdansk is a
wonderful city with a great

location for ship transport
by the end of January. Liisa
and for distribution of
Sjöblom and her Organizing
goods in Europe. The Polish
Committee are preparing
nation is very friendly and
for the 86th International
participants at the conferConference, that take place
ence were
in Helsinki August
treated very
3 - 8, 2014, and I
well. I wish I
hope that many of
had seen
you are making
more participlans to attend the
pants at the
conference. The
such a welltheme is
organized
“ServiceDesign”. I
Petra in
conference.
am looking forGdansk, Poland
ward to attending
In the middle
my first NBEA conof January I will attend the
ference in Los Angeles in
meeting in Copenhagen
April 15-19, 2014. The
with the Nordic Chapter
theme is “Educating for
Presidents and members of
Success in Business and
the Net and Ped Committee
Life”. I already have my
in the Nordic Countries. We
flight tickets and will fly via
are very concerned
Denver, supporting Icelanregarding the declining
dair and thinking of the
number of members the
Mayor of Denver, Michael
last few years and we really
B. Hancock, and his words
need to find ways to
at the SIEC-ISBE Conference
increase membership, and
in Denver, 2012. I will sign
find opportunities to tell
up for the conference soon.
others about SIEC-ISBE and
I hope to see many of my
encourage them to become
SIEC friends there and to
members. We must reverse
learn from organization like
this development.
NBEA. Enjoy the Holidays!
Warm SIEC Regards from
The Executive Committee
Iceland,
will have their annual
meeting in Helsinki, Finland

Petra Bragadóttir
International President, 2013-2015

SIEC-ISBE

19th Nordic Conference of SIEC-ISBE in Gdańsk, Poland
Submitted by Leszek Preisner
SIEC-Poland

Leszek Preisner, Petra Bragadottir, Julita Wasilczuk, Magdalena
Popowska, Jacek Makinia
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Due to a general
policy of the SIEC-ISBE most
national chapters are associated in regional groups formed
on a language or geographical
location criteria. Because of a
location of Poland, we, members of the Polish chapter decided to ask Nordic chapters
(Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden)
to be accepted under this regional umbrella. Discussion was
not always easy but final decision was positive and Poland
was accepted as a Baltic Sea
country.
In 2011, I attended
the Nordic conference, as a
president of Polish chapter, I
offered to our Nordic partners
the organization of the annual
Nordic conference in Poland in
the future. The proposal was
accepted. We decided to organize 19th Nordic conference
in Gdańsk, historical town
located on Baltic Sea coast.
In 2012, together
with Professor Piotr Dominiak,
former dean of the Faculty of
Management and Economics,
Gdańsk Technical University, I
attended Nordic conference
organized in Reykjavik, Iceland.
I had attended some Nordic
conferences before but for
Piotr as a local organizer of
Nordic meeting in 2013 it was
important to get to know all
details. The very high level of
conference organization and
presented papers in Iceland
made us nervous how we
could meet such high standards?
Knowing Piotr for
many years I knew that we
have at least to take this challenge. Piotr invited to our small
committee the third person.
Dr. Ewa Lechman, an experienced organizer of previous
international conferences at
Gdansk Technical University
and she was really helpful to
arranged many things necessary
to have successful Nordic conference in 2013.
In collaboration with

another good friend, Nigel
Kimberley from Arcada University of Applied Sciences in
Helsinki (Finland) it was possible to identify and correctly
formulate a topic of our conference of a final version as:
Tuning Educational Standards.
Before 19th Nordic
conference started on 3rd of
October 2013 we organized a
meeting of Nordic national
presidents and members of
Pedagogical Committee. We
followed the agenda discussion
past, present and future problems as well as the organization
of the next year Nordic conference which will take place in
2014 in Vaxholm, Sweden.
Total number of registered participants was 31, of
which: 19 from Nordic countries and 12 from Poland.
Right after this meeting it has been organized in
Hotel Gdansk a welcome reception and registration of
conference participants.
The main venue of
the conference was Gdańsk
Technical University known
also as a Gdańsk Polytechnic.
The university has almost 110
years tradition. The architecture of the main building impressed everyone. Leszek Preisner welcomed distinguished
participants, university guests,
speakers, and local organizers.
Leszek lives and works in Kraków located in southern Poland, Gdańsk is in the northern
part (8 hours by car). The long
distance required cooperation
of the organizing committee.
Both, Piotr and Ewa, expressed
enthusiasm and made Leszek’s
“dream true”.
Professor Jacek
Makinia, Vice-Rector of Gdańsk
Technical University made a
short presentation of the university giving information about
history, organizational structure, main areas of research
and teaching, international
cooperation and general numbers of students and faculties
as well as main achievements.
Next speaker was
Professor Julita Wasilczuk,
Dean of the GUT Faculty of

Conference attendee in front
of the main building at
Gdansk Polytechnic

Management and Economics
who presented 20 years of
activity of this Faculty focus on
period of socio-economic transition in Poland which caused
also all levels of education.
Management and Economics
were very special educational
areas because of lack of teaching staff and experience in earlier political chapter of Poland.
It was really a great challenge
to educate and graduate new
students in new market reality.
Her speech was supported by
Dr. Magdalena Popowska, Vice
Dean for International and
Public Affairs who presented
activities and achievements
being under her competences
and responsibility.
Professor Piotr Dominiak, former dean of the
Faculty, elected twice for two
terms each time (together 13
years(!) of 20 years of this
Faculty) presented a program
of the 19th Nordic conference
(attached below).
We had a great opportunity to start our conference in this historical room and
after that to visit a main hall
where participants took many
photos as well as group photo
under portraits of two most
famoust scientists born in
Gdańsk, Johannes Hevelius
(1611-1687) and Daniel Gabreil
Fahrenheit (1686-1736). Photos can be seen in the photo
album link at the end of this
article.
The afternoon program was devoted to a company visit. We visited “Trefl”
company producing puzzles,
playing cards and family games.
They are quite busy just before
Christmas supplying products
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to international markets so we
were quite lucky they accepted
our group for a tour. In the
second session, the first speaker was Professor Edmund
Wittbrodt, former (1990-1996)
rector of GUT, former (20002001) minister of Polish Ministry of National Education,
member of European Convent
(2002-2003) and present senator – member of the upper
chamber of the Polish Parliament. Professor Wittbrodt
presented the changes and
challenges in educational education system in Poland.
Presentation was very interesting not only because of done
by a very well known person
and a real expert but also by
his interesting comments often
combined with personal experience and emotions from early
period of transition taking
place in Poland.
The next presentation was given by Anna
Wojciechowska who came
from Warsaw to actively attend in our conference. Anna
works as a chief expert in the
Department of Vocational and
Continuing Education of the
Polish Ministry of National
Education. Her main tasks involve foreign language learning
in VET (Vocational Education
and Training) schools, distance
learning and European Initiatives Implementation: ECVET,
EQAVET and EQF.
For the evening, we
met beautiful Villa UpHaggen
administrated by the Gdańsk
Business Club which kindly
invit6ed conference participants and accompanying persons for a formal dinner. I am
not going to describe meals
and plates served because of
lack of terminology for properly done relation as well as to
not make you hungry! The
historical atmosphere, architecture and decorations on walls,
ceilings, floors and furniture
were magnificent.
The first speaker on
Saturday was Julian Skelnik,
Honorary Consul of Denmark
in Gdańsk, former lecturer at
the Faculty of Maritime Trans3

portation at University of
from different disciplines beginGdańsk, and former General
ning with a business scenario.
Director of Economic FoundaTheir task is to define a quantition of Solidarity as well as
fiable goal and to reach it. Kaj
main manager of Gdańsk Shipcontinued by description of
yard. Having so many keynine steps which together covpositions he started with busier the development of a strateness relations between Dengy. Having opportunity to ask
mark and Poland as well
as about expectations of
shipyards industry of
vocational education system. Mr. Skelnik shared
with participants practical
experience of vocational
school functioning within
the Gdańsk Shipyard for
its own needs in the field
of employment the new
skilled workers. Large
variety of presented aspects during his interest- Delegates at the Nordic conference
ing speach rise questions
and discussion.
The second
speaker was Dr. Arkadiusz
questions some participants
Aszyk who currently is Managwere curious how ‘Xing’ is
ing Director of Remontowa
persuade by students and ask
Holding SA, another shipyard
of practical aspects.
operating in Gdańsk. RemonHely Westerholm
towa and Board Member of
(Business College, Finland) and
Remontowa Shipbuilding SA.
Pirjo Takanen-Körperich
Remontowa is privately owned
(Haaga-Helia University of
and a very positive example of
Applied Sciences, Helsinki,
successful story of company
Finland): Will responsible lanoperating during transition
guage learning result in better
period of economic system still
intellectual communication? Both
taking place in Poland. He also
speakers presented results of
focused on employers’ expecthey research focused on many
tations from graduated stuaspects related to key-words
dents who are employed the
included in a topic. They put
first time in company he repreemphasis on new expectations
sented and combined these
in foreign language learning
expectations with suggestions
concerning professional qualifihow to change educational
cations, mastering one’s life
standards towards tuning the
situations and different kinds of
educational standards. This was communication. This presentaanother very well received by
tion was also well received.
the audience presentation folThe last presentation
lowed by some questions and
was delivered by Anna Kimberan interesting discussion.
ley (Haaga-Helia University of
Nigel Kimberley,
Applied Sciences, Helsinki,
Michael von Boguslawski and
Finland) on: Analysis of cultural
Kaj Eklund (Arcada University
differences / similarities between
of Applied Sciences, Helsinki,
Finland and Poland with regards
Finland) presented topic: Entreto education and their impact on
preneurship competency developformation of future business genment – Experience from Arcada
erations. I knew Ania for couple
UAS with the active-learning train- of years mostly as a friend.
ing tool ‘Xing’. Nigel started by
When she started I realized
presentation of ‘Xing’ as a tool
that it will be another very
adopted by Arcada for training
interesting presentation. She
in entrepreneurship. Students
performed as highly profession-

al presenter, an actress, modulating voice, gesticulating,
showing her charming personality. Again, it was professionally done, warmly received
presentation showing cultural
differences between two nations, geographically located
not far each other, however
often differently interpreting
symbols and having different
hierarchy of values. I was most
happy that we finished this
session with this presentation
made everybody awake and
followed for about 30 minutes
discussion.
Even the next point
in our program was an open
choice many participants decided to visit Museum of Solidarity
and an exhibition titled Roads
to Freedom.
Final point in our
conference program was dinner at Kubicki restaurant which
has long tradition (founded in
1918) and very good reputation. The restaurant is located
in the Old Town of Gdańsk,
hanseatic city near slowly running Motlawa river. We spent
nearly three hours enjoying the
atmosphere, food, friendly
discussion and company. As
usual it was not easy to say
goodbye to old friends after
hosting the first time in Poland
our Nordic chapter colleagues.
All of them expressed opinion
that it was good choice to have
Nordic chapters meeting in
Gdańsk and a very good conference at the Faculty of Management and Economics,
Gdańsk Technical University
what made our organizing
committee and Polish Chapter
really happy.
Finally, let me express thanks to Małgorzata
Rejmer (Poland), Hilmar
Fridjonsson (Iceland) and Anna
Kimberley (Finland) who took
photos and kindly agreed to
use them in this Newsletter.
More photos are available on:
www.siec.zarz.agh.edu.pl/pl/
linki/htm
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Upcoming Deadlines for SIEC-ISBE
January 15, 2014
Call for Presenations at the
86th International Conference.
The call and submission form
are at the end of this newsletter and can also be found on
our website. Please share with
your colleagues!

February 15, 2014
Newsletter Deadline--to submit, visit our Publications Page or e-mail tdavis(a)
ilstu.edu
Content requested from members:
Teaching tips
Member articles about international topics and lesson
plans

Leszek and Petra in Gadansk.

From SIEC-Finland:
Submitted by Liisa Sjoblom

Are you planning to
submit a proposal for
the 86th Conference?
Click the link to
access the call!

The Finnish Chapter held an
evening where Claudia Jeltsch,
Lecturer for German, English,
and International Communication, discussed her experiences
during a two-month teacher
externship on a cruise ship.
Claudia is a teacher at HaagaHelia University of Applied
Sciences.

teacher must hold a permanent
position at a school or university. The teacher’s salary is
paid by the university during
the externship.

Has your chapter held
an event that would be
of interest to our
membership? If so,
please share a brief

In Finland, teachers have an
opportunity to complete a
teacher’s externship for two
months at a business. The

description and pictures!

Membership Challenge Issued
During the conference, Outgoing IP Tamra Davis-Maxwell
challenged each chapter to find
2 (just 2) new members while
keeping all of their current
members. The US Chapter
was challenged to increase
their membership by 15 new
recruits.

Membership is the driving
force for our organization.
Without new members bring
new ideas to our discussions,
conferences, and activities, the
organization cannot grow and
prosper.
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Take the membership pledge
to find one colleague and discuss the advantages of SIECISBE this year. If each current
member found one person to
join, our organization
would be a powerful
voice for Business
Education in the
world.

Be the voice for Business Education.
Share our message
and recruit!

Images from the 19th Nordic Conference
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19th Nordic Conference—Impressions from
a Delegate
Submitted by: Kerstin Olander,
Board member SIEC-Sweden

The headline of the conference
was ”Tuning Educational
Standards”
The conference was held in
Gdansk, an important city on
the coast of The Baltic Sea.
Gdansk is an old and beautiful
city and apart from nice walking the agenda was filled with
interesting seminars and company visits.

how the educational system in
Poland has changed. Now
there are many private schools
and this year all pupils start
school at the age of six. The big
challenge ahead is that many
schools have to be shut down
due to lack of students.
The Danish Honorary Consul
and President of the port of
Gdansk Julian Skelnik, then
presented the shipyard industry. We learnt that Gdansk is
the biggest and most important
port along the coast of the
Baltic Sea. Hamburg in Germa-

The location of the 19th Nordic
Annual
Conference was
at Gdansk
Technical
University.
We were
approximately 30
delegates
from PoDelegates at the 19th Nordic Conference
land, Finenjoy a seminar. Kerstin is near the center of the
land, the
group in red.
Faroe Islands, Iceland and Sweden. A warm welny used to have that position
come speech was given from
but Gdansk can greet larger
the headmasters of the Univerships since the harbor is deepsity and from the headmaster
er and even though the winter
of the Department of Economcan be cold the water never
ics. During the walk around the
freezes. Including subUniversity we came across a
contractors there are 40.000
new portrait of one of the
employees within the industry.
most famous Polish scientists;
There is also a ship building
Daniel Gabriel Farenheit.
industry which has many orOur first seminar was given by
ders from other countries. The
former headmaster and parliacompanies involved have just
ment representative Edmund
started a project to involve
Wittbrodt. He shared his
schools to send students on all
thoughts and reflections about
levels for training and vocation5

al training. The recruitment of
middle management is expected to increase and
coming employees need
training to be able to work
well.
The company visit to Trefl
was popular and interesting. Trefl is a large company
that manufactures jig saw
puzzles, decks of cards and
family games. With the Christmas season coming up they
were working three shifts to
be able to deliver all orders.
The company delivers 13 millions of puzzles every year. All
delegates received a gift
(puzzle) after the coffee break
that ended the tour.
Several delegates gave seminars
about education methods and
how to stimulate our students.
A very much appreciated visit
was to the Solidarity Museum.
The exposition was about how
the movement of the Solidarity
started. It was reminded that it
was in Gdansk that the uproar
towards the
communism
started, which in
due time led to
the fall of The
Wall and of
Communism.
The autumns
days in Gdansk
were sunny and we were encouraged to long walks. After
the conference we went back
to our home countries with
many nice memories, more
knowledge about Poland and
new colleagues in our networks.

Member
impressions are
important. Please
submit an article
for the next
newsletter.
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I Don’t Have Anything to Contribute to the Organization . . .
Submitted by Tamra DavisMaxwell

I have heard potential members
state that they will only join on
the years that they can attend
an international conference
because they “have nothing to
contribute.”
I disagree! Every business
teacher has something to contribute to our organization.
The classroom teacher is using
materials, lesson plans, or technology tools that are new to
many teachers. Share your
ideas. We are all teachers
trying to meet the multitude of
obligations and expectations
that are placed upon us by
other teachers, administrators,
parents, students, and the government. I am asking each
person who reads this newslet-

Attendees at the
19th Nordic Conference learn from
business experts.
Note: All pictures were
submitted by members.

6

ter to send one thing that can
be included in a future newsletter or on our website.
Teacher educators are working
with future teachers to prepare
them to create lessons and
activities for the classroom.
Many of the assignments that
teacher education candidates
are given result in fresh, innovative ideas for classroom applications. Ask your teacher
education students to share
their ideas.
Administrators see wonderful
things in the classroom. Please
encourage your teachers to
share their inspiring stories
with others.
Finally, university teachers are
conducting research and writing manuscripts. Please consider submitting your manuscript
to the International Journal for

Business Education.
Submission is easy. Take 5
minutes and send your contribution as an attachment. You
can e-mail contributions at any
time. I have created a file system where I can store items
until they can be incorporated
into one of our publications.
My e-mail address is
tdavis2@ilstu.edu.
What’s taking you so long? I’m
waiting for your e-mail. :)
Additionally, we have wonderful social media sites in place.
Share in the discussions on
Facebook, LinkedIn, and our
own Website. To make it
easy, I have included direct
links from this article.
Join the conversation today!
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From SIEC-ISBE-members for SIEC-ISBE-members
Call for Workshops, Seminars and Presentations
to be given at the 86th International Conference 2014

Helsinki, Finland
from Monday the 3th to Friday the 8th of August, 2014

The theme for the 2014 conference is: Service Design
Keywords
Customer experience

Co-creation

Innovative approaches

Service value

New technologies

Training and education

Customer insight

Service Concept

Types of Pedagogical Sessions for 2014:

Workshop—Must address the topic given (90 minutes)
consists of an introduction, discussion and / or activity
is an interactive session
topics and discussion points are shared in advanced of the sessions (www.siec-isbe.org)
participants come to the session expecting to be involved
plan about 20-30 minutes for an overview and the remainder of the session should be an interactive activity

Seminar—Must address the topic given (60 minutes)
a presentation of a topic of immediate interest to participants
includes approximately 20-30 minutes for discussion
visual aids are expected

Presentation / Round table—May address any topic of interest (60 minutes)
can be given by 2 or 3 teachers from different countries to present a shared project
can be used as a round table to share projects
presentations include an overview (about 40 minutes) of the topic with a question and answer period
visual aids and handouts on the topic are expected.
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Proposals for workshops and presentations should be submitted to your country’s Pedagogical Committee member or to Leszek Preisner, PedComm Chair (e-mail: preisner@zarz.agh.edu.pl) by January 15, 2014. Please use the PedComm-Submission Form you will find on
www.siec-isbe.org. If you need more information, don’t hesitate to contact your national PedComm member or Leszek Preisner, PedComm
Chair.
Workshops, seminars and presentations are designed to exchange experiences and learn from one another.

Please note, that all presenters

must be members of SIEC in order to present at the conference. If the presenter's home country has a SIEC-ISBE chapter, he/she must join that natio
If the presenter is from a country without a national chapter, membership information is available at www.siec-isbe.org.

must register for the 4 or 6 days conference. If membership and registration are not completed by May 31, 2014, you will be removed
PedComm Program.

The PedComm will use the following evaluation criteria for 2014 proposals:
Priority will be given to proposals which
follow the conference theme (presentations exempted)
are of interest to conference participants
have well qualified presenters
involve conference participants
follow the pro forma guidelines
Additional considerations:
Priority will be given to individuals who have not presented at a previous conference.
Home country of presenter will be considered to encourage geographic diversity.
Any SIEC member may submit a proposal for a workshop, seminar or a presentation
by January 15, 2014. The committee reviews the presentation submissions and selects those for inclusion in the
2014 PedComm program. Notification of decision will be made by February 15, 2014.

Thank you for supporting our effort.
SIEC-ISBE Pedagogical Committee
Leszek Preisner (preisner@zarz.agh.edu.pl)
PedComm Chair
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Submission Form to Pedagogical Sessions
SIEC-ISBE: 86th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2014
Helsinki, Finland, August 3-8, 2014

Workshop or Seminar or Presentation

“Service Design”
Directions: Complete form adding space as needed. Include your session-description and a
digital picture.
Please limit your proposal to three pages. Send completed form to your country’s Pedagogical
Committee member or to Leszek Preisner, PedCom-Chair (e-mail: preisner@zarz.agh.edu.pl) by
January 15, 2014. Notification of decision will be by February 15, 2014.

Title
Indicate: W (Workshop) or S (Seminar)
or P (Presentation)

W (Workshop): must address the topic given; 90 minutes session;
a workshop may be repeated if time allows in the program. Ideally,
the workshop presenter will use about 15 to 30 minutes of the
session time to introduce the topic and the remainder of the
session will consist of audience interaction.
S (Seminar): must address the topic given; 60 minutes session;
Ideally, the seminar presenter will use about 40 minutes of the
time to cover the topic content and the remaining time will be
available
for a question and answer period.
P (Presentation / Round table): does not need to address the
topic given; can be given by two or three teachers from different
countries to present a shared project, used as a round table. Is a
60-minute session; includes an overview (about 40 minutes) of the
topic with
a question and answer period.
Visual aids and hand-outs on the topic are expected

Presenter’s Name
Presenter’s Email
Address
Presenter’s Complete
Address
Presenter’s Telephone
Number

Submission Form to Pedagogical Sessions

Presenter’s expertise
or experiences that
relate to proposal topic
Abstract of Session
(maximum 75 words)
This abstract will be
published in the printed
conference program.
Description of Session
Content (maximum 250
words) This
description will be
posted on the
organization’s website
prior to the conference
Objectives of session
Session attendees will
be able to
Suggested Audience
Handouts (to be
distributed at session
by presenter)
Audiovisual/Multimedia
Aids requested
NOTE: Presenters
must provide their own
laptop if a computer is
needed. Projectors will
be provided.
Remarks
Your digital picture

SIEC-ISBE
86th International Conference in Helsinki

August 3 through August 8, 2014

SERVICE DESIGN
Arcada University of Applied Sciences
Jan-Magnus Janssonin aukio 1
Helsinki, Finland

Conference Registration
Delegates or Accompanying Persons conference fees 675 €.
Four-day option August 3 through August 6, 2014 for Delegates 450 €.
Deadline June 1, 2014.
Registration and updates on SIEC/ISBE Finland website www.siec.fi.
Find us on Facebook www.facebook.com/siecisbehelsinki2014
Registration starts in Spring 2014!

Tentative Program for Delegates

Sunday, August 3
First Timers Meeting
Get Together
Monday, August 4
Opening Ceremony and Keynote Speakers Dr. Satu Miettinen: Service Design
1st Assembly of Delegates
Helsinki City Tour
Evening Reception at City Hall
Tuesday, August 5
Workshops, Seminars and Presentations
Walk and Talk, Networking Program
Factory Visit to Arabia Ceramics Factory
Dinner
Wednesday, August 6
Workshops, Seminars and Presentations
Walk and Talk, Networking Program
Chapter Meetings
Thursday, August 7
Company Visits to Fiskars Village, a center of Finnish art and design or
Company Visits in the City of Porvoo, Finland’s second oldest town.
Free Evening
Friday, August 8
Keynote Speakers
2nd Assembly of Delegates
Free Afternoon
Board Meeting, Ped. com. and Net. com. and Executive meetings
Galadinner at Paasitorni

Registration by June 1. 2014, for reduced registration fees.
Conference meeting will be held at Arcada University of Applied Sciences, Jan-Magnus
Janssonin aukio 1.

Produced with a Trial Version of PDF Annotator - www.PDFAnnotator.com

Tentative Program for Accompanying Persons

Sunday, August 3
First Timers’ Meeting
Get-together
Monday, August 4
Opening Ceremony and Keynote Speakers Dr. Satu Miettinen: Service Design
Info for the Accompanying Persons and Tour of Arcada school premises
Helsinki City Tour
Evening Reception at City Hall
Tuesday, August 5
Ateneum Art Museum
Kumpula Botanic Garden
Museum of Technology
Factory Visit to Arabia Ceramics Factory
Dinner
Wednesday, August 6
Suomenlinna Sea Fortress, World Heritage Site
Sightseeing Cruise and Lunch and Visit to Market Square
Company Visits and Shopping at Esplanadi: Marimekko, Artek and
Academic Bookstore
Chapter Meetings and Free Evening
Thursday, August 7
Company Visits to Fiskars Village, a center of Finnish art and design or
Company Visits in the City of Porvoo, Finland’s second oldest town.
Free Evening
Friday, August 8
Finnish Nature Centre Haltia at Nuuksio National Park or
Heureka, The Finnish Science Centre and Finnish Aviation Museum
Free Afternoon
Galadinner at Paasitorni

Only persons registered as an Accompanying Person may participate in the
Accompanying Persons’ Program.

Produced with a Trial Version of PDF Annotator - www.PDFAnnotator.com

Accommodation

Hotel Scandic Paasi
Paasivuorenkatu 5, 00530 Helsinki
Tel. +358 9 2311700
paasi@scandichotels.com
www.scandichotels.fi/paasi
Reserve hotel by July 18, 2014 in order
to guarantee the above rates.
Reservations directly to the hotel.
Use reservation code ARC030814.

Hotel Ava
Karstulantie 6, 00550 Helsinki
Tel. +358 9 774 751
varaukset@ava.fi
www.ava.fi
Reserve hotel by June 3, 2014
in order to guarantee the
above rates.
Reservations via email to the hotel.
Use reservation code SIEC Finland.

Single Room 129 €
Double/Twin Room 139 €
Including Breakfast Buffet

Mon-Fri Fri-Mon
Single Room
77.5 € 58.5 €
Double Room
100 €
76 €
Studio Room for 1 person
87.5 € 70.5 €
Studio Room for 2 persons
106 €
88 €
Apartment with 2 rooms for
4 persons
162 €
133 €
Apartment with 3 rooms for
6 persons
214 €
184 €
Including Breakfast Buffet

Pre- and Post-Conference Tours
Pre-Conference Tours
St. Petersburg, Russia. About three-day trip by train or ship. approx. 500 €
Post-Conference Tours
Day cruise to Tallinn, Estonia on August 9, 2014. approx. 50 €
Further information about the pre- and post-conference tours will be updated on SIEC-ISBE
Finland chapter’s website www.siec.fi in Spring 2014!

Upcoming Conferences:
SIEC-ISBE

2014—Helsinki, Finland
Permanent Office

2015—Krakow, Poland

6302 Mineral Point Road, #100
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